NLFR is committed to providing quality emergency services through the efforts of dedicated personnel.

Captain David Clark
Cap,
You will be greatly missed, not only by all of us at
NLFR, but by the community! We truly appreciate
all you did over the years! Now go and enjoy your
retirement!

Scheduled Training for June

> > > DISTRICT MEETINGS < < <
June 12, 2019 @ 4:00pm
Board of Directors Meeting
July 10, 2019 @ 4:00pm
Board of Directors Meeting
July 17, 2019 @ 5:30pm
Civil Service Commission Annual Meeting

I will breathe.
I will think of solutions.
I will not let my worry control me.
I will not let my stress level break me.
I will simply breathe and it will
be okay because I don’t quit.

When you focus on PROBLEMS,
you will have more problems.
When you focus on POSSIBILITIES,
you’ll have more opportunities.

Monday

6/3

Vehicle Fam./EMS

Saturday 6/8
Sunday
6/9

NFPA Apparatus Operator Equipped
with a Pump

Monday

Association Meeting

6/10

Saturday 6/15
Sunday
6/16

NFPA Apparatus Operator Equipped
with a Pump

Monday

6/17

Wildland Recert

Monday

6/24

NW Natural Training

The training schedule above
is from the Training Calendar
on the NLFR website.
Subject to change.
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Thank you for being
part of the team!
Years of Service
Marc McPherson
EMR
9 Years

June Birthdays

Diane Kusz
Support Services
3 Years
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George Blacketer
June 3

Eric Maestas
June 12

Kenneth Banner
June 22

Briana Schlecht
June 25

Al Longworth
June 18

Doug Strange
June 25

Community
Appreciation
and
Life Safety Event
St. Clair Station
10am to 2pm
Join us for food,
fun, laughs,
and more!








Free Hot Dogs / Burgers
Free Raffle Prizes & Games
Free Children’s Bike Helmets
Meet “Nick the Preparedness Dog”
...and maybe see BIGFOOT in person!
Volunteer Firefighter Recruitment

Talk with your firefighters & see the work
that is going on behind the scenes
to make your Fire District serve you better!

Sponsored by:
 NW Natural
 American Red Cross
 CERT
 Lincoln City Police Department
 ServPro
 North Lincoln Fire & Rescue
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From the Desk of
Capt. Jim Kusz
PIO / PEO
Safety Officer

Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives
The 16 Initiatives

1. Cultural Change (Jan newsletter)
2. Accountability (Feb newsletter)
3. Risk Management (Mar newsletter)
4. Empowerment
5. Training & Certification
6. Medical & Physical Fitness
7. Research Agenda
8.Technology
9. Fatality, Near-Miss Investigation
For more information about
10. Grant Support
the 16 Firefighter Life Safety
11. Response Policies
Initiatives, visit the
12. Violent Incident Response
Everyone Goes Home site:
13. Psychological Support
everyonegoeshome.com/1614. Public Education
initiatives
15. Code Enforcement & Sprinklers
16. Apparatus Design & Safety

#6—Medical & Physical Fitness

Develop and implement national medical
and physical fitness standards that are
equally applicable to all firefighters, based
on the duties they are expected to perform.
The initial report of the first Firefighter Life Safety
Initiatives Summit, and subsequently the Everyone
Goes Home® program, identified the need for
national medical and physical fitness standards for
all firefighters. Summit participants acknowledged
the importance of increasing the emphasis on

ALWAYS REMEMBER
THAT SOMEONE ELSE
IS HAPPY WITH LESS
THAN YOU HAVE.
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(Submitted from EVERYONE GOES HOME)

health, wellness and fitness within the fire service
and reported that “…the most significant reductions
in line-of-duty deaths are likely to be achieved
through increased medical surveillance and physical
fitness programs.”
To demonstrate the scope of the physical fitness
issue, the United States Fire Administration
estimates that “737,000 firefighters serve in fire
departments with no program to maintain basic
health, most of them volunteers with less than 5,000
population 2006.”
The 6th Initiative seeks to increase awareness of the
need for medical and physical wellness programs for
every firefighter.
In 2016, the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation
created the First Responder Center for Excellence
for Reducing Occupational, Illness, Injuries, and
Deaths, Inc. to provide increased awareness, training, and research to ensure that first responders
have the correct tools and information to build and
maintain a healthy foundation to reduce injuries and
fatalities related to behavioral health, cardiac, cancer
prevention as well as overall improved health and
wellness.

For more information on
health and wellness research and resources,
please visit
First Responder Center for Excellence’s website
www.firstrespondercenter.org

F.E.A.R.
has two meanings —
Forget Everything And Run
OR
Face Everything And Rise
The choice is yours.

Be Safe, Be Informed and Be Aware!

Life is really
simple, but we
insist on
making it
complicated.

Confucius

Happiness will never
come to those who
fail to appreciate what
they already have.
Buddah

Submitted By Captain Clark

Captain
David Clark
Maintenance
Assistant

“This morning I was pouring over the
emails, and of course, Firehouse is one
of them. In the May 24, 2019 edition is a
very poignant article, titled “Confronting
Personal Loss While On Duty”.

The young lady came out okay physically, but otherwise,
I only hope all other aspects were properly attended to so
she walked well into the future with her family loving and
caring for each other, not just for her sake but stopping
and assessing the whys and wherefores of why this
happened, and what brought her to this level of despair. So often we allow our job to overshadow the needs
of family.

While I have been personally spared this
incident, I can truthfully say, I understand
the intensity and full weight of the article’s
intended message.
The article that I referred to in the beginning of this note
is one of these such recordings of tragedy. Why do I
When I was with McMinnville in my early years, I had one dare to recommend this topic as I depart from your
call whereby two of my fellow firefighters who attended
midst? Why not. We are not immune to the ramifications
Linfield College were on my crew on a rollover, and even of just such an incident. We always know this can be
though we muscled the car off of their classmate, things one of those such times, and for the most part, we are
didn’t turn out like we wanted.
sparred from them in the entire course of our service
life. Just the same, although we know our craft like the
Later while in Toledo, I was actually approaching a
back of our hands, we must remember, we too are
corner just outside of town and saw though the fog a
human and vulnerable just like our family and friends.
small car barrel straight off a corner, take a short flight
of about 60 feet and come to a rest on a burme of dirt
Stand strong, leave work at work, and when you return
that was natural in placement due to the drainage in the home, give those kids and your spouse your attention,
natural watershed that traverses along highway 20.
100%. Talk things out. Be honest with each other.
I had my portable radio with me as I was a line officer,
If and when tragedy hits, remember, it takes time to heal,
and was told to keep it available with me even off
through and through. It’s a bit easier if you can do it
duty. After notifying the local dispatcher, I parked and
together, but don’t wait too long. Use the gift of time
went to the car. Left door was locked, but the right
wisely. Take some time for yourself. Do something you
wasn’t. As I opened it and made contact, the young lady personally enjoy, then do things with those who still care
took out a pocketknife and began trying to transversely
and are yet at your side to walk through life with. You
and nervously slit her wrists. I seized the knife away from won’t be sorry, but be stronger for your efforts.”
her, and as the alarm was being responded to, a local
deputy sheriff was first of the responders arriving well
Take care all.
ahead of my crew. I had passed along the license plate, Cap
and he recognized it as one of his family cars.

Oregon Office of State Fire Marshal enlists Bigfoot to help prevent wildfires
The Oregon Office of State Fire Marshal announced Wednesday that a Pacific Northwest legend, best known as Bigfoot, is
joining fire prevention activities statewide, particularly in the
wildland urban interface and communities at greatest risk of
wildfires and property loss.
Starting in June, the OSFM will be promoting wildfire safety
education with its partners, using images of Bigfoot and the
hashtag #BelieveInFireSafety. "Wildfires can easily be ignited
by backyard burning, an unattended campfire, a hot car on tall,
dry grass, or from dragging tow chains -- and they spread fast," said State Fire Marshal Jim Walker.
"We hope our Bigfoot campaign will draw attention and create a bigger ‘footprint' of wildfire prevention
efforts around the state," Walker added. "We want people to believe in fire safety, whether you are
camping, visiting Oregon or recreating." (from Daily Dispatch / KTVZ-TV NEWSCHANNEL 21)
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Beach Fire Safety: Unextinguished Fires
According to Oregon State Police, people leaving
fires unattended, or not completely extinguished,
could face penalties.
Person(s) can be cited for leaving an improperly
extinguished fire; under ORS 163.195, “recklessly
endangering another person”, the fine can range
from $115 to $6,200.
Fires must be "completely out" before people setting
the fire leave the beach.
The best way to extinguish the fire is by pouring
water over it until all the red embers have gone out.
If possible, try not to cover remnants with sand as
people might walk over the hot sand.

Again, this year Oregon State Parks, Fire, and
Police officials are urging caution following several
severe burn accidents last summer, mostly to young
children due to improper dowsed beach fires.
Covering a campfire with sand or dirt will only
capture the heat and may not put out the fire, a
North Lincoln Fire & Rescue would like to remind
breeze may expose embers that can lead to a
people who build fires on the beach that they must
beach or wildland fire. You need to drown the fire
extinguish them completely with water.
with water.
Oregon State Parks
campfire safety practices state:

“Beach campfires should be
started on open sand, away from
driftwood or vegetation.
Use water to extinguish your
beach fire, not sand.
Covering the fire with sand
will insulate the coals,
keeping them hot enough to burn
unsuspecting beachgoers
hours or even days later.”

Beachgoers need to use a shovel, or long stick,
to mix the water with the ash and embers of the
fire. Be sure all the embers are covered with
water. Also, check the surrounding area for embers.
If necessary, add more water.
All beach fires must be a minimum of 50 feet away
from seagrass or other combustible materials
(driftwood, seawall, etc.). The fire must always be
attended. Do NOT burn driftwood as it can smolder
for several hours after it has been extinguished, later
causing a fire to ignite.
Beach fires should be small and contained. Should
be larger than 26-28 inches in diameter.
Enjoy the beach and be sure to completely dowse
your fire! Play safe at the beach!
Captain Jim Kusz

Do you or a family member need a document notarized? Notary Services are available, at no cost.
Contact Lois at Station 1600 (541-996-2233) to make an appointment.
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Health & Wellness: Difficult Conversations
Knock, knock, knock. “Hey, cap, got a minute?”
You're halfway through your duty shift, and one of
your firefighters asks to speak to you. This situation
isn’t an uncommon occurrence; sometimes the
conversation is about sports, family or life in general.
You are comfortable with those conversations, and
we can have them without thinking much about our
choice of words or the implications of them. This
conversation, however, will be vastly different.
Firefighter: “Hey, cap, I need to talk to you about
something.”
Captain: “What’s up?”

intellectual capacity. You have very little time to
formulate a plan, as this conversation came up out
of the blue. So, what do you do?
One of the first things that we can do is to visualize
the positive outcome. Once you can see the positive
result, share it with the other party. In this case, the
positive outcome is to get your firefighter the support
that they need to deal with the issues that are
causing them distress. Starting with something like,
“I'm going to get you whatever help you need, and I
want to help you. Let’s discuss what’s on your mind
and how I can help.”
The next idea is to establish a dialogue. Dialogue is
merely an exchange of ideas or opinions. In effect,
it offers both parties a way to get vital information
out into the open and available for consideration.

Firefighter: “Cap, I’ve been having a hard time with
life; lately, it feels like the world is closing in on me,
and I can't seem to shake the images in my mind.
I’m not sure that I’m going to be able to keep going.” Here is where the practice of active listening is
essential. As Stephen Covey points out, “Most
Captain: “Keep going with what?”
people do not listen with the intent to understand;
Firefighter: “With life, cap. I want to die. I need your they listen with the intent to reply.”
help.”
We are conditioned that silence is a negative thing
Many people feel that they will never end up in a
situation such as this, and I wish that were the case.
But with the rise of mental health-related issues that
are plaguing the fire service, if you are a supervisor,
you have a substantial likelihood of having to
address this conversation or something similar.

in most conversations, and when we are engaging
in a dialogue, we must always think about what our
response is going to be while the other party is
speaking. By utilizing active listening, we can remain
more engaged in the conversation. Maintaining eye
contact and not interrupting will go a long way
toward establishing the dialogue.

We are conditioned to want to help, but in most
cases are unsure of what to do. The words that you Ensuring the safety of the person is a primary
say and the actions that you take can and will impact concern, both their physical security and their
emotional/psychological safety. It took tremendous
the outcome.
strength to walk through your door and ask for help,
How do we handle difficult conversations? If you’re so ensure that they feel safe. The content of the
uncomfortable with the thought of this, good. These dialogue will not be forthcoming if the safety
conversations often involve intense emotions and
concerns are not met. Following are a few
high stakes.
suggestions to allow for safety in the discussion.

Use “I” statements: We have likely had or been
involved in conversations that go like this: “You are
Let’s think about what’s happening in the captain's
mind, as well as the physiological impacts. The hairs always late to shift; you never relieve your person on
on the back of his neck have stood up. The sympa- time.” It is easy to get defensive when this is how we
are being addressed.
thetic nervous system activates the adrenal glands
and dumps adrenaline (epinephrine) into his blood, What if the conversation went something like this:
his heart rate increases, his respiratory rate increas- “I noticed that you have been late the last three
es, his pupils dilate to allow more light in, and
shifts and have not been able to relieve your person
digestion stops. Most of us understand the fight-or- on time. Is there something that we can do to help
flight process, but what is interesting is that our brain you?” This change of tone and word choice
is preparing to physically fight or run away, not to
Continued on Page 8
have a difficult conversation that requires more
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What to do

Health & Wellness: Difficult Conversations
(Continued from page 7)

allows the recipient to feel as though you are willing
to work with them and to address the problem. A
shift in this conversation will let you separate the
behavior from the person and allows the recipient
to be more open and receptive to the dialogue as it
will be viewed less as a personal attack.
Be mindful of tone: Albert Mehrabian is credited with
identifying the percentage breakdown of human
communication. He found that only 7% of the
message is the spoken/written word. Have you ever
misinterpreted a text message? This rule is likely
why.
It comes down to the fact that 38% of the message
is the tone that we use. The final 55% is the body
language that we project. This rule is important to
note because if our body language is not congruent

June Holidays
03—National Egg Day
03—World Bicycle Day
04—National Cheese Day
05—Global Running Day
05—World Environment Day
06—D-Day Anniversary
07—National Chocolate Ice Cream Day
07—National Donut Day
08—National Best Friend Day
14—Flag Day
14—National Bourbon Day
14—World Blood Donor Day
16—Father’s Day
16—National Mascot Day
18—International Picnic Day
21—Start of Summer
21—International Yoga Day
21—National Flip Flop Day
21—National Selfie Day
21—Take Your Dog to Work Day
21—World Music Day
23—International Widows’ Day
27—National Handshake Day
27—National Ice Cream Cake Day
27—National Sunglasses Day
29—National Camera Day

Which holidays will you
celebrate this month?
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with the tone and word choices, our message will be
lost. If someone is glaring at you, with their arms
folded across their chest, but telling you they want to
help you, what do you believe?
Be positive: We should make an effort to end all of
these interactions on a positive note. The conclusion
of the conversation doesn't mean that all of the
discussed issues are resolved, but that you have
agreed to the next steps in our action plan.
Expressing gratitude at the end of your conversation
may be appropriate. “Thank you for coming to me
with your issues and trusting me to help you” could
be a potential solution to show the other person that
you not only care about them but appreciate that
they came to ask for help.
From FIREHOUSE website (www.firehouse.com/safety-health/article)
Written by David Wiklanski

Father's Day History
Father's Day is the day to recognize, honor and celebrate
the sacrifices and accomplishments of fathers. In 1910,
Washington State Governor declared Father's Day on the
19th of July. It then became a permanent federal holiday in
1972 when President Richard Nixon proclaimed that the
third Sunday in June would be further known as
Father's Day. On this day, children celebrate their fathers
and father figures to show their love and appreciation.
Did you know?
Mrs. Sonora Smart Dodd first came up with the idea for Father’s Day after
hearing a Mother’s Day sermon in church. She was raised by her father and
wanted to honor him.

National Doughnut Day History
National Doughnut Day is a day of appreciation of Salvation Army volunteers who distributed doughnuts to servicemen
during World War I. Doughnuts are fried circular pieces of dough
that are usually topped with sugar syrups, chocolate, nuts and
other flavorings.
Did you know?
National Doughnut Day began in 1938 as a fundraiser for Chicago's Salvation
Army. The fundraiser aimed to support the needy and honor the Salvation
Army volunteers who donated their time during World War I to hand out
doughnuts to the soldiers. When the US entered the war in 1917, Salvation
Army huts were formed where many female volunteers were deployed to
mother the soldiers. During this time, women began to make doughnuts for
the servicemen who began to refer to the women as, Doughnut Dollies. This
national holiday is celebrated each year on the first Friday in June.

UNSUNG 9/11 HEROS FINALLY GET THEIR OWN MEMORIAL IN NEW YORK
Every year on Sept. 11, relatives and friends of people
killed at the World Trade Center return to the memorial
that fills the footprints of the towers. The mayor, even
presidential candidates, have joined them as the victims'
names are read. Many run their fingers over some of the
thousands of names etched in bronze and wedge stems of
flowers into the letters.
But there is another anniversary related to the attacks,
one that often receives far less attention: May 30, the
day in 2002 when the cleanup of ground zero officially
concluded with a modest ceremony.
This year was different. On Thursday, a crowd of families,
friends and survivors with ties to a segment of victims that
continues to grow gathered under a canopy of fog as the
9/11 Memorial and Museum in New York City dedicated
an addition called the Memorial Glade.

The design incorporates steel from the original World
Trade Center inlaid in the stones, which point skyway,
symbolizing strength and determination through
adversity, reported Rapoport.
“At least now there’s a place where people can come and
remember what they did,” said widow Kimberly
McDonagh. She placed the helmet of her deceased firefighter husband on the stones. Lt. Joseph McDonagh
was diagnosed with stage 4 colorectal cancer years after
working amidst the rubble at Ground Zero. He died in
2017. “I think he’d love it here,” Kimberly McDonagh
said.
Today’s ceremony comes exactly 17 years after the
ceremony marking the end of recovery operations at the
World Trade Center site.

NEW YORK (CBSNewYork)

But the suffering continues. “It’s tough to see your
friends get sick and wither away,” said retired firefighter
Rob Serra.

The National September 11 Memorial and Museum
held a dedication ceremony 9/11 Memorial Glade on
Thursday morning.

CBSN New York:
Alice Greenwald of the National September 11
Memorial & Museum

(THE NEW YORK TIMES ) / Oregon Daily Dispatch.com

Marking 17 years since 9/11 rescue, recovery and relief
efforts officially ended at Ground Zero, the $5 million
project honors all those who are suffering or have died
from exposure to toxins following 9/11.

The 9/11 Memorial Glade is for them, designed to
remember the courage, sacrifice and selflessness of
those who toiled in the aftermath of our darkest day.

They risked their lives on 9/11 and paid a terrible price,
some with their health, others with their lives.

“Everyone who was here is part of the cleanup and
memorializing the growing number of people who are
affected by 9/11-related illnesses,” said Director of
Engineering Joseph Flannigan.

9/11 Memorial Glade Full Dedication Ceremony

An honor guard and sounds of patriotism to marked
today’s dedication ceremony in the sacred place. More
than 95,000 people still suffer from 9/11 related illnesses, including first responders who spent weeks working
on the pile.
People like Salvatore Turturici, who now has stage 4 liver
cancer. “What’s in your heart?” asked CBS2’s Scott
Rapoport. “It warms my heart that we are finally getting
recognized, but it makes me sad because many people
died and are still dying,” he replied.

No names will be included on the memorial, because
that list is constantly changing as more people get sick.
According to the World Trade Center Health Program,
more than 2,100 people have died from 9/11-related
illnesses.
The designers hope the Glade will be a peaceful place to
reflect and grow, a place to lay flowers, honor cherished
loved ones or just simply to experience the exquisite
comfort from a gentle touch.

“By telling these stories of courage, bravery, perseverThe 9/11 Memorial Glade is an outdoor plaza, of sorts,
ance, a willingness to sacrifice for others, that people
with grass, hence the term “glade.” The glade is a
will then commit themselves to living in that same spirit,
pathway adjacent to the Memorial’s south pool. It is
in that same way,” Tim McGuirk said.
marked by six monoliths, massive 17-ton slabs of granite
along the path.
More information on page 10
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9/11 Memorial Glade
The 9/11 Memorial Glade’s six stone monoliths were installed
on Saturday, April 6. This process required a 600-ton crane
and an assist crane. Each monolith was lifted over the 30 to
35-foot-tall Swamp White Oak trees on the Memorial plaza
and rigged inside the Glade construction site.
The monoliths, which were shaped by two craftsmen in Barre,
Vt., were driven six hours south on flatbed trucks through the
Green Mountains and the rolling hills of New England to be
placed on the site. Along the way, they were escorted by a
team of eight personnel from the Vermont Division of Fire
Safety. As the team assisted the trucks on their way to New
York City, local first responders in communities along the
way saluted the monoliths on the highway overpasses to
recognize the importance and national significance of this
project.
When they arrived in lower Manhattan, they met a scene of
workers waiting to guide them safely into their permanent
home. As the focal point of the 9/11 Memorial Glade, the
monoliths’ rough edges and large size were created to honor
the challenges faced by those whom the Glade memorializes.
The plaza was prepared to support the weight of the monoliths through high-density Styrofoam, concrete and steel
rebar. This reinforcement is essential because the monoliths
sit on the Glade directly above the 9/11 Memorial Museum,
which extends 70 feet underground.
Within the construction site, workers laid the pathway stone
(Verde Fontaine) around the monoliths. This stone, together
with the modified irrigation and soil aeration systems, ensures
that the trees, grass, ivy beds and other landscape elements
can thrive.
Monett Metals, a specialty steel-casting foundry in Missouri,
created the final design element of the monoliths. At the
foundry, recovered World Trade Center steel was melted
down and formed to fit the fissures that were carved into the
monoliths.
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The Glade’s design includes a pathway flanked by six large
stone monoliths, ranging from 13 to 18 tons, that are inlaid
with World Trade Center steel accompanied by an inscription
at either end of the pathway. It is located just west of the Survivor Tree, roughly where the primary ramp that was used
during the rescue and recovery effort once stood.
The Glade’s inscription encapsulates its purpose:

This Memorial Glade is dedicated
To those whose actions in our time of need
Led to their injury, sickness, and death
Responders and recovery workers
Survivors and community members
Suffering long after September 11, 2001
From exposure to hazards and toxins
That hung heavy in the air
Here and beyond this site known as Ground Zero
And at the Pentagon
And near Shanksville, Pennsylvania
In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks.
Here we honor the tens of thousands
From across America and around the world
Who came to help and to heal
Whose selflessness and resolve
Perseverance and courage
Renewed the spirit of a grieving city
Gave hope to the nation
And inspired the world.

Message from
Rob Dahlman
Interim Fire Chief

Wildland PPE Gear
Get your wildland PPE gear checked. Open it
up, wash it, make sure you have all you need.
Helmet, gloves, cotton garments under the
Nomex. That is the requirement for wildland PPE
to be safe.

I hope you all had a chance to say Happy
Retirement to Capt. Dave Clark. He left today
with a big grin on his face. He left his mark here
and there at NLFR and the knowledge he carried
will be missed, but not lost, I have his cell phone
number. If you didn’t know, he reminded me, we
have known each other since 1992. He was
assigned as my partner when I first started as
a Paramedic in Newport.

Station 1400 Update
The construction is progressing at a rapid pace.
They are finally starting to put it back together.
If you want to stop by during construction hours,
please make sure that the Job Supervisor is
aware. It is a hard hat area. They work Monday
through Thursday.
Open House
Please save the date of June 15 for our Open
House. This will be a great opportunity to recruit.
Contact Captain Kusz if you are interested in
helping.

As we turn from winter into summer, it’s also time
to get prepared for the increase of tourists. We
have visitors year round, even in winter; however,
summer brings many more into town.
Matt Miller
Matt Miller is recovering very well from his injuries.
Please remember that we provide excellent
He thinks he might be able to return to work by
service to the community every day. Driving can
July 10. If you came to the Burn-to-Learn at the
be difficult; but if anyone has a complaint, they will Otis Fire Station, I hope you had a chance to see
know who to call as our name is written on the
him.
side of all our vehicles.
We have a couple of new volunteer faces coming.
This change in season brings a different set of
They are in the process and will start soon. Also
calls.
offered a tentative job to a full time FF/EMT. He
tentatively will start in July. I will introduce you to
 We want to educate the public about beach
him after that.
fires and using water to extinguish them.
 There will be a few more burn complaint calls.
 We expect to stop all outdoor yard debris
burning on July 5th. Depending on the
weather, that might come earlier.

Hope your summer has vacation plans.
Chief Dahlman

Residential Sprinkler House
It’s starting to actually look like a house
thanks to the hard work by
Steve Allen and Marc McPherson!
(Hope no one mistakes it as an actual
“tiny house” and moves in!)

Saturday—June 8th
Community Center
Contact Jim Kusz
if you can help
with this event.
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THINGS YOU
CAN CONTROL:
1. Your attitude
2. Your words
3. Your manners
4. Your actions
5. Your effort
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